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 arestcoveracarithmeticsoundforbudgies and there are quite a few more, plus also in the future! Thursday, March 8, 2014 Ranger Labs has just announced two new additions to the lab: Astral Sorcery and Vanguard: Saga of Heroes. The new titles are just one part of the lab's plan to offer a greater offering for players. Astral Sorcery is a fantasy realm that offers game mechanics such as planes,
summons, and resources for characters to cast magic spells. Vanguard Saga of Heroes is a digital CCG where players collect cards of creatures, spells, and characters that they control to build a deck for that game. Both of these games have an available demo right now. You can find more details and play the games here. Wednesday, March 7, 2014 Orcs Must Die: Unchained is coming to the

PlayStation 4 at retail and at GameStop. Players can also play against others in a new "versus" feature called Gauntlet. A retail version of the game will also be available for the PlayStation Vita. The retail version of the game will be available at GameStop stores in the US and Canada. You can also go to www.uncaged.com and sign up to play online. "The new'versus' mode that is being offered to
players will let them host games online, play together and create custom maps for the others to participate in. Players can create matches that are focused on speed, strategy, and teamwork. They can also design their own maps and share them on social networks as well as invite friends to participate on their custom maps," said Marideth Ard, Publisher at Robot Entertainment. "Orcs Must Die:

Unchained is designed for multiplayer from the ground up, and Gauntlet brings that experience to new heights with the introduction of multiplayer to the genre. This means that players will have a brand new experience through cooperative play as well as competitive play with their friends. All this is wrapped up in the PlayStation Vita exclusive'versus' mode for the first time on a new platform." The
PC version of the game will also be updated with "a reworked user interface and much-requested community features," said Mat Fletcher, Marketing Director for Robot Entertainment. "This release will also include all new achievements and leaderboards." As the world's leading consumer company in the mobile category, DEXTERITY has developed and is creating new digital distribution solutions to
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